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For its sales area of 3.600 m² the supermar-
ket employs 92 people and serves about 3.000 
customers a day. About 2.000 kg cardboard  

Function AutoLoadBaler
The AutoLoadBaler is a baler with integrated col-
lecting system. Thanks to the collecting trolley 
staff is able to collect cardboard packaging at the 
source where it occurs. The cartons don´t need 
to be pre-compacted anymore. The trolley is ea-
sily inserted at the side of the baler. After pushing 
the „start button“ the cardboard gets feeded into 
the pressing chamber and baling-process starts 
automatically. The staff has no filling or waiting 
time and can immediately return to sales area 
with another trolley.

In addition, the baler can always be filled from 
the front side. In that way single cartons can be 
inserted at any time.

Previous situation
Before, the staff collected the occuring cardboard 
in shopping trolleys and brought it to a room next  
to the sales area. There the material was filled 
manually into a larger roll container. These roll 
containers then had to be brought outside to the 
static compactor in all weather conditions. The 
static compactor was then filled with the material 
from the roll container by hand again.

Mobile collecting trolley for cardboard
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accrue every week, that means 100 tons of card-
board per year. The AutoLoadBaler then com-
pacts the material into direct marketable bales. 

Comfortable collection of cardboard packaging                                                      Relaxed atmosphere in the supermarket

Functional principle AutoLoadBaler

Facts and figures Rewe Stenten
machine type AutoLoadBaler
placement inside, next to sales area
operation 6 days / week,  8 a.m.-10 p.m.
material 100 t cardboard / year
filling automatic and manual
press process automatic and manual
bale ejection hydraulic, comfortable, secure
saved time 1.964 hours / year



Less personnel expenditure
The collecting trolley can handle 4 times more 
of cardboard than the former used shopping cart 
(filling volume collecting trolley 0,94 m³, shop-
ping cart 0,24 m³). Thus saved walking routes 
and improved the internal logistics. The number 
of collections is reduced from former 27.778 to 
only 7.018 collections per year.

The time saved thereby plus the time that would 
be used for filling a “usual” baler result 1.964 
hours less personnel expenditure due the Auto-
LoadBaler

+ saved time: ca. 2.000 hours / year
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Simple insertion of the collecting trolley                             No waiting time - staff is immediately available again  

Current situation
The AutoLoadBaler is placed next to the sales 
area. The staff reaches the place of installation 
fast and comfortable without walking long distan-
ces in all weather conditions to the former com-
pactor which was placed outside. This not only 
increases their satisfaction, in addition there are 
less failures caused by sickness. 

A huge advantage is the time saving which gets 
realized thereby. Now, the employees have 
more time for sales.

The individual printed collecting trolleys create a 
calm atmosphere. They do not disturb, they fit in 
the sales room harmonically.

Profitably disposal
The bales are taken for the current price by a 
waste handler two times a week. Next to the 
internal savings also revenues for bales are 
achieved.

+ payback period < 1,5 years

Profitably disposal made by Strautmann

Manual filling from the front side
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Mr. Stenten says
‘The key point is that we save walking routes and due 
to that we save huge costs. Today we use this to serve 
our customers in an optimized way‘. 

‘Strautmann Umwelttechnik offered to us the solution 
with a collecting trolley for cardboard to solve our card-
board problems. An excellent idea. We mainly save 
time for our staff, who directly accepted the system. 
Now the handling of the mobile trolley is much more 
comfortable than handling the compactor outside be-
fore.Today, the atmosphere in our market is much 
more quiet and pleasant for our customers as well.‘Mr. Stenten, managing director Rewe Stenten

Customers benefit 

+ order & cleanliness

+ flexible filling

+ quick & comfortable

+ revenues for bales

+ profitably disposal

+ 2.000 h time saving / year
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Customer‘s opinion

Comfortable bale ejection                                   


